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In response to growing concerns about a pro-
longed period of low inflation, the European 
Central Bank (ECB) announced the expanded 
asset purchase program on January 22, 2015 
with the objective to increase inflation to a level 
close to (but below) 2 percent. The initial size 
of the program was €60 billion per month from 
March 2015 to September 2016. The program 
was subsequently expanded to €80 billion per 
month until March 2017, followed by €60 bil-
lion per month until December 2017.

Central banks throughout the world have 
implemented similar quantitative easing pro-
grams. Previous studies have evaluated the effi-
cacy of these programs by examining how asset 
prices respond to key policy announcements 
(e.g., Gagnon et al. 2011; Krishnamurthy and 
 Vissing-Jørgensen 2011). However, the underly-
ing mechanisms of quantitative easing, such as 
portfolio rebalancing by institutions in response 
to central bank purchases, are difficult to under-
stand based on the time series of asset prices 
alone. Comprehensive holdings data for insti-
tutions at the security level are not available in 
most countries.

The euro area is a unique setting to study the 
mechanisms underlying quantitative easing for 

several reasons. First, the Eurosystem collects 
 security-level holdings data for all major asset 
classes by country and investor sector. We com-
bine these data with  security-level holdings of 
the Eurosystem to study how investors rebalance 
their portfolios in response to ECB purchases. 
Second, variation in asset purchases across coun-
tries in the euro area provides  cross-sectional 
variation from a single event that is absent in 
a  single-country setting. Third, the size of pur-
chases across countries is determined by a 
mechanical rule that provides plausibly exog-
enous variation in purchases that is useful for 
 low-frequency identification (Koijen et al. 2016).

In this paper, we provide some preliminary 
analysis based on currently available data from 
2013:IV to 2015:IV. We first document facts 
about the portfolios of  euro-area investors prior 
to the announcement of the expanded asset pur-
chase program. We then document how inves-
tors rebalance their portfolios in response to the 
program. We learn two main lessons based on 
the first three quarters of purchases.

First, foreign investors sold most of the 
 purchase-eligible government bonds. Foreign 
investors are presumably less exposed to the 
central banks’ balance sheet losses (through 
taxation or changes in subsidies) than  euro-area 
investors. Therefore, our finding is surprising 
from the perspective of the irrelevance theorem 
that implies that investors exposed to the cen-
tral banks’ balance sheet losses should accom-
modate the purchases. An alternative hypothesis 
that is more consistent with our finding is that 
 euro-area investors have less elastic demand for 
 euro-area bonds than foreign investors.

Second, banks sold  purchase-eligible gov-
ernment bonds, while insurance companies 
and pension funds bought them. Banks’ liabil-
ities have shorter duration than the liabilities 
of insurance companies and pension funds. 
Therefore, our findings suggest that quantitative 
easing may have reduced the duration mismatch 
for banks, insurance companies, and pension 
funds.
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Koijen et al. (2016) is a more complete ver-
sion of this paper that we plan to update as the 
expanded asset purchase program continues. We 
also have additional analysis to understand how 
the risk exposures of various investors and bond 
prices change in response to the program.

I. Summary of the Expanded Asset Purchase 
Program

The expanded asset purchase program 
extended two earlier programs, the  asset-backed 
security purchase program (ABSPP) and the 
covered bond purchase program (CBPP3), and 
also added a new public sector purchase pro-
gram (PSPP). The ECB announced that about 
88 percent of PSPP purchases would be in 
 euro-area government bonds, and the remainder 
would be in  euro-area bonds of supranational 
institutions.1 The assets purchased under the 
program are held by the national central banks 
(80 percent) and the ECB (20 percent).

Prior to the start of the PSPP, the combined 
purchases under the ABSPP and the CBPP3 
were €10 billion per month. The initial size of the 
expanded asset purchase program was €60 bil-
lion per month from March 2015 to September 
2016, amounting to €1.1 trillion in total pur-
chases. Assuming that the ABSPP and CBPP3 
continue at the initial pace, the announced 
shares under the PSPP correspond to €44 billion 
in  euro-area government bonds and €6 billion in 
supranational bonds. The purchases of govern-
ment bonds are according to the  so-called cap-
ital key (i.e., each country’s share of the ECB’s 
capital), subject to eligibility criteria.

To be eligible for the PSPP, a bond must be 
issued by a  euro-area government or an eligible 
national agency. The bond must be investment 
grade (with additional criteria for countries 
operating under an EU-IMF economic adjust-
ment program), have maturity between 2 and 
30 years, and have yield above the deposit facil-
ity rate ( − 20  basis points at the launch of the 
program). Up to 33 percent of an issuer or 25 
percent of an issue may be purchased under the 
program.

1 These institutions include the European Financial 
Stability Facility, the European Investment Bank, the 
European Stability Mechanism, the European Union, the 
European Atomic Energy Community, the Council of Europe 
Development Bank, and the Nordic Investment Bank. 

II. Data on  Euro-Area Security Holdings

A. Security Holdings

We use new data on security holdings of 
 euro-area investors from the Securities Holding 
Statistics (European Union 2012), which are 
collected on a quarterly basis from custodian 
banks. The holdings data are at the security 
level as identified by the International Securities 
Identification Number.

Investors in the Securities Holding Statistics 
are defined by country of domicile and investor 
sector. The six sectors are insurance compa-
nies and pension funds, monetary and financial 
institutions, other financial institutions (e.g., 
mutual funds and hedge funds), households, 
 nonfinancial corporations, and government. 
For simplicity, we refer to monetary and finan-
cial institutions as banks, which is the largest 
subgroup. Similarly, we refer to other finan-
cial institutions as mutual funds. We combine 
 nonfinancial corporations and government 
and call the combined sector “other investors” 
because it is not our primary focus.

These sectors differ along two important 
dimensions. First, insurance companies and 
banks are subject to risk regulation. Second, 
the maturity and liquidity of liabilities vary 
across investor sectors. Banks have  short-term 
liabilities that may be subject to runs, whereas 
insurance companies and pension funds have 
 long-term liabilities that are less prone to runs. 
Thus, insurance companies and pension funds 
tend to hold  long-term bonds, particularly when 
interest rates are low.

To study trends in the countries most affected 
by the European debt crisis, we group coun-
tries into two groups based on the definition in 
Altavilla, Pagano, and Simonelli (2016). The 
group of  non-vulnerable countries includes 
Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 
Malta, the Netherlands, Slovakia, and Slovenia. 
The group of vulnerable countries includes 
Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, and 
Spain.

We combine the Securities Holding Statistics 
with data on the security holdings of the ECB. 
These data are available at the same level of 
detail and frequency as the Securities Holding 
Statistics, so the combined data provide a com-
prehensive view of security holdings across all 
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investors in the euro area. By the market clear-
ing identity, we can also compute the foreign 
ownership of  euro-area securities.

To avoid double counting, we only consider 
direct holdings of securities and exclude indi-
rect holdings (e.g., through mutual funds). One 
limitation of the data is that we do not observe 
 cross-border holdings of  euro-area investors 
through offshore domiciles like the Cayman 
Islands.

B. Security Types and Characteristics

Our main data source for security character-
istics is the Centralised Securities Database, 
which is collected from both public and private 
sources and is managed by the Eurosystem. The 
database contains information on more than 
six million fixed income securities, equity, and 
mutual fund shares issued by companies inside 
and outside the euro area. The database contains 
a history of market prices whenever available. 
When a security is not traded, the database con-
tains an estimated price based on the reference 
information of the security.

We also have a history of credit ratings from 
Datastream and the Eurosystem collateral data-
base. We use the ratings by Standard and Poor’s, 
Moody’s, Fitch, and DBRS. These four rating 
agencies are recognized as external credit assess-
ment institutions by the Eurosystem, which also 
publishes a mapping between the different rating 
scales. We follow the Eurosystem’s priority rule 
for assigning a single rating per security. When 
a security has ratings from multiple agencies, 
we use the  first-best rating for  non-ABS securi-
ties and the  second-best rating for ABS. We use 
the  long-term  asset-level credit rating,  short-term 
 asset-level credit rating, the  long-term issuer rat-
ing, or the  short-term issuer rating (in that order).

To see broad trends in security markets, 
we first group securities into  euro-area and 
 non-euro-area securities.  Euro-area securities 
are  euro-denominated securities issued in the 
euro area. We then group  euro-area securi-
ties into government bonds, corporate bonds, 
 asset-backed securities (ABS) and covered 
bonds, and equity. The information on the type 
of security is from the Eurosystem collateral 
database or the Centralised Securities Database 
(in that order). Government bonds are securities 
issued by the general, central, state, or local gov-
ernments. We further separate  government bonds 

into PSPP eligible versus ineligible, based on 
the eligibility criteria that we described above. 
We use data on credit ratings to group corpo-
rate bonds into investment versus speculative 
(including unrated) grade. We omit commercial 
paper because our focus is not on the very short 
end of the term structure.

III. Portfolio Allocation Prior to the Program

We summarize the heterogeneity in portfolios 
across countries and investor sectors prior to the 
announcement of the expanded asset purchase 
program. Table 1 reports the market value of 
holdings in billion euros by country group and 
investor sector for each asset category, averaged 
across 2013:IV to 2014:IV.

As the last column of Table 1 shows, the total 
value of holdings for  non-vulnerable countries is 
larger than that for vulnerable countries in each 
sector. However, the portfolio allocations within 
investor sectors have some similarities between 
the two groups of countries.

Insurance companies and pension funds invest 
a large share of their portfolio in fixed income 
securities, especially eligible government bonds 
and  investment-grade corporate bonds. This 
portfolio allocation is consistent with the long 
maturity of their liabilities.

Banks also invest a large share of their port-
folio in eligible government bonds, and they are 
also the largest investor of ABS and covered 
bonds. In the  non-vulnerable countries, banks’ 
holdings of corporate bonds are tilted toward 
investment over speculative grade, while the 
opposite is true in vulnerable countries.

Mutual funds invest a large share of their port-
folio in equity and foreign assets. This means 
that mutual funds provide an important source 
of international diversification for  euro-area 
investors.

Foreign investors hold mostly government 
bonds and  euro-area equity. About a third of 
foreign investors’ holdings of government 
bonds is in ineligible bonds, which includes 
 short-maturity bonds (less than two years) and 
bonds with yields below the deposit facility rate 
(e.g., some German bonds).

The ECB has a small portfolio of government 
bonds and covered bonds because of the earlier 
purchase programs. Their holdings of ineligible 
government bonds consists of previously eligi-
ble bonds whose remaining maturity is now less 
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than two years or whose yield is now below the 
deposit facility rate.

The distribution of eligible government bonds 
across institutions plays an important role in the-
ories that suggest that asset purchases can inflate 
asset prices and thereby recapitalize financially 
constrained institutions (Brunnermeier and 
Sannikov 2016). Others have expressed con-
cerns about financial stability in the euro area 
when a country’s government bonds are mostly 
held by banks in its own country. We contribute 
to this debate by documenting the home bias in 
holdings of government bonds across countries 
and investor sectors.

The first column of Table 2 reports 
 PSPP-eligible government bond holdings in bil-
lion euros by country group and investor sector. 
The second column reports the eligible bond 
holdings as a percentage of the overall portfolio. 
In both country groups, insurance companies 
and pension funds are the investor sector with 
the largest portfolio share in eligible govern-
ment bonds.

The third column of Table 2 reports the home 
bias, or the percentage of eligible bonds that 
is invested in the investor’s own country. An 
important fact is that in every sector, vulner-
able countries have a stronger home bias than 
 non-vulnerable countries. Even mutual funds in 
vulnerable countries invest 65 percent of their 

government bond portfolio in their own coun-
try. In regression analysis not reported here, we 
find that 75 percent of the home bias in portfo-
lios is explained by country fixed effects, and the 
remainder is explained by  investor-sector fixed 
effects.

Acharya and Steffen (2015) discuss various 
reasons why banks in peripheral countries invest 
heavily in government bonds. One possibility is 
that banks earn a spread by borrowing cheaply 
from the ECB and investing in higher yield-
ing government bonds. This trade is attractive 
from a regulatory perspective because govern-
ment bonds have low risk weights under Basel 
II. However, capital regulation does not explain 
home bias among government bonds with simi-
larly low risk weights. Moreover, mutual funds 
that are not subject to the same capital regulation 
also have home bias.

An alternative explanation for the home bias 
is that institutions anticipate a run or a col-
lapse of the banking sector in case of sovereign 
default. With limited liability, it may be optimal 
for institutions to load all of their risk in the sov-
ereign default state because they are unlikely to 
survive that state anyway.

Another possible explanation for the home 
bias is financial repression, through which the 
government encourages (or forces) institutions 
to buy their own bonds to lower borrowing costs 

Table 1—Security Holdings by Country Group and Investor Sector

Country group
 Investor sector

Government bonds Corporate bonds
ABS &

covered bondsEligible Ineligible Investment Speculative Equity Foreign Total 

Non-vulnerable
 Insurance and pension 933 122 395 215 191 137 490 2,483
 Banks 815 325 535 154 702 127 681 3,339
 Mutual funds 577 175 296 250 189 900 2,422 4,809
 Households 19 12 98 150 12 465 148 904
 Other 125 76 36 47 26 767 90 1,167
 Total 2,469 709 1,360 817 1,121 2,396 3,830 12,702

Vulnerable
 Insurance and pension 341 80 79 49 38 29 67 683
 Banks 508 343 190 233 588 72 292 2,226
 Mutual funds 161 120 48 50 25 156 809 1,369
 Households 174 61 123 241 5 199 75 878
 Other 113 41 12 25 2 257 39 489
 Total 1,296 647 452 598 658 713 1,281 5,645

Foreign 2,290 1,272 414 564 359 2,852 7,751

ECB 114 17 0 0 30 0 0 161

Note: Holdings reported in billion euros are time-series averages across five quarters from 2013:IV to 2014:IV.
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(Becker and Ivashina 2014). This could also 
explain home bias in mutual funds, which are 
mostly sold through banks in the euro area.

Most of the policy discussion to date has 
focused on the  bank-sovereign feedback loop. 
However, our facts on home bias in other types 
of institutions suggest that sovereign default 
could have other adverse effects through retire-
ment savings in insurance companies, pension 
funds, and mutual funds.

IV. Portfolio Rebalancing during the Program

We examine how investors rebalanced their 
portfolios during the first three quarters of the 
expanded asset purchase program. Let   Q i, n, t    
be the number of shares of security  n  held by 
investor  i  in quarter  t  , and let   P n, t    be the price of 
security  n  in quarter  t . We compute rebalancing 
by investor  i  for each security  n  as the first dif-
ference of quarterly holdings:

(1)   B i, n, t   = ( Q i, n, t   −  Q i, n, t−1   )  P n, t   . 

We value holdings at the quarter  t  price to obtain 
a pure measure of rebalancing without capital 
gains and losses. Table 3 reports the portfolio 
rebalancing in billion euros by country group 
and investor sector for each asset category, aver-
aged across 2015:II to 2015:IV.

We start with the fact that the ECB bought 
on average €135 billion of eligible government 
bonds per quarter. These purchases were mostly 
offset by foreign investors that sold €123 billion 
of eligible government bonds per quarter. This 
finding is surprising from the perspective of 
the irrelevance theorem that implies that inves-
tors exposed to the central banks’ balance sheet 
losses (through taxation or changes in subsidies) 
should accommodate the purchases.2

Market segmentation potentially explains 
why foreign rather than  euro-area investors sold 
eligible government bonds. In response to lower 
yields because of the expanded asset purchase 
program (Koijen et al. 2016), foreign investors 
rebalance their portfolio toward more attractive 
investment opportunities outside the euro area. 
 Euro-area investors stay in the euro area because 
they have less elastic demand for  euro-area 
bonds (e.g., because of liability hedging).

Besides foreign investors, banks sold €47 bil-
lion of eligible government bonds per quarter, 
while mutual funds sold €17 billion per quarter. 
Insurance companies and pension funds actu-
ally traded in the same direction as the ECB and 

2 The irrelevance theorem also implies that exchange 
rates are unaffected by asset purchases because the con-
sumption plans are unaffected. 

Table 2— PSPP-Eligible Government Bond Holdings by Country Group and Investor 
Sector

Country group Holdings Percent in Percent in
 Investor sector (billion €) eligible debt own country

Non-vulnerable
 Insurance and pension 933 38 52
 Banks 815 24 56
 Mutual funds 577 12 19
 Households 19  2 69
 Other 125 11 72
 Total 2,469 19 46

Vulnerable
 Insurance and pension 341 50 85
 Banks 508 23 90
 Mutual funds 161 12 65
 Households 174 20 96
 Other 113 23 97
 Total 1,296 23 87

Foreign 2,290

ECB 114 83

Note: Each statistic is a  time-series average over five quarters from 2013:IV to 2014:IV.
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bought €17 billion per quarter. The inelastic, or 
even  upward-sloping, demand of insurance com-
panies and pension funds could arise from their 
desire to hedge  interest-rate risk (Domanski, 
Shin, and Sushko 2015). As a consequence, the 
duration mismatch of insurance companies and 
pension funds may have been reduced by the 
expanded asset purchase program.

The sum of rebalancing of eligible govern-
ment bonds by all investors, which is equal to 
net issuance by the market clearing identity, was  
− €52 billion per quarter. However, much of this 
net issuance is explained by previously eligible 
bonds that became ineligible. The total net issu-
ance of government bonds inclusive of ineligible 
bonds is €10 billion.

The ECB also purchased €26 billion of ABS 
and covered bonds per quarter. Banks in both 
country groups and foreign investors sold ABS 
and covered bonds to more than offset the ECB 
purchases. However, we find similar flows for 
ABS and covered bonds prior to the expanded 
asset purchase program, so these flows are 
unlikely to be caused by the program.

Net issuance of  investment-grade corporate 
bonds was  − €110 billion per quarter, which is 
mostly absorbed by banks and foreign investors. 
However, this contraction appears to be part 
of a  longer-run trend that existed prior to the 
expanded asset purchase program. Following 
the European debt crisis, banks reduced the 

Table 3—Portfolio Rebalancing during the Expanded Asset Purchase Program

Country group
 Investor sector

Government bonds Corporate bonds
ABS &

covered bondsEligible Ineligible Investment Speculative Equity Foreign 

Non-vulnerable
Insurance and pension 2 1 −10 −3 −4 1 5
Banks −32 17 −32 −4 −32 −1 −13
Mutual funds −8 9 −10 −5 −9 35 4
Household −1 0 −6 −5 −1 3 −1
Other −1 3 −1 −1 −2 7 −3

Vulnerable
Insurance and pension 15 5 1 6 −1 1 5
Banks −15 −2 −7 9 −33 2 −1
Mutual funds −9 −1 −2 −1 −1 6 13
Household −8 1 −7 −14 0 3 −4
Other −6 1 −1 0 0 −3 1

ECB 135 22 0 0 26 0 0

Foreign −123 7 −36 −19 −19

Net issuance −52 62 −110 −37 −76

Note: Portfolio rebalancing reported in billion euros are  time-series averages across three quarters from 2015:II to 2015:IV.

amount of corporate bonds outstanding from 
€5.6 trillion in 2012 to €4.3 trillion in 2016.

Finally, we find that flows in equity and for-
eign assets are relatively small compared to the 
flows in fixed income markets, other than for 
mutual funds. We thus find little evidence for 
large-scale portfolio rebalancing from eligible 
government bonds to other asset classes.
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